Searching for a new home just got
bigger and better with TOPTEN!
MILPITAS, Calif., July 18, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — TOPTEN New Homes
announces the largest national home search specifically for new construction.
Scratch the case of the Mondays, friend. We come bearing great news! Our
engineering and design team spent several late-night weeks creating a new and
improved real estate search, TOPTENnewhomes.com.

Just last night they migrated data between servers in an effort to improve
performance of TOPTEN and officially launch nationally. Over the weekend, our
team successfully completed that migration. (Woohoo!)
Home buyers can now search over 10,000 new home communities in 2,096 cities
by 650 builders. Users should now notice significantly faster page load time,
a new interactive map, a better back-end and improved buyer
engagement/experience.
We’re incredibly excited about our progress toward a better platform and hope
this is immediately visible when logging in. (Let us know if you need a
login.)
Notable improvements:
Buyers are able to print out a brochure for the community they are

interested in.
TOPTEN has responsive programming with an all-new mobile design.
A new “nearby me” mobile search to quickly and easily jump to a map of the
10 closest communities to them.
Buyers are able to request a tour of model homes that is automatically
sent to the community contact.
Buyers are able to get directions, inquiry about the community and email
the community.
Page load times have greatly improved.
All new Builder and City pages with large images and improved content.
A national database of the most new home communities you will find
anywhere on the internet.
With this huge hurdle behind us, our team will now be pumping out all our
highly requested features at a speedy rate. If you experience any additional
issues, our support team is standing by to help.
Your patience has not gone unnoticed, and we hope these upcoming features and
performance updates will do our gratitude justice.
Thank you so much for choosing TOPTEN to find your new home community. We
wouldn’t be here without you!
To learn more visit http://www.TOPTENnewhomes.com/.
Have a great week! – The TOPTEN Team.
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